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THE EDITOR’S OBSERVATORY

THE TRUTH ABOUT DIRECTIONS.
There is a great deal more I could write on 

this subject, but as I have other matters to 
deal with I will bring my remarks to a con
clusion in this issue. As already stated I am 
no believer in absolute fate, an idea that we 
are tied and bound by planetary force and there 
is no escaping from it, that we are merely 
pawns on the great chessboard of life, moved 
hither and thither by the caprice of some 
superior being. I claim that it is possible, not 
to actually avert evil, but to lessen its power, 
as well as accentuate good influences. In 
other words I hold to the opinion that we, 
knowing the periods of good and evil fortune 
in life, may so regulate our actions that when 
good influences are at work, they can be made 
stepping stones to greater and better things, 
and when evil influences are in operation, we 
can be prepared to take a bold stand against 
them.

Suppose for instance a person was warned 
that at a certain time he had the direction of 

Moon square Mars in operation and was in 
danger of accident. Would it be sense to 
calmly sit down and wait, and make no pre
parations for meeting the influence, but let its 
full force fall directly on that person. The 
evil cannot be evaded, I have never supposed 
it could, but preparations can be made to meet 
it and this lessens its effect.

Similarly with good influences. If we have 
the direction of Moon trine Jupiter operating, 
are we to sit down and do nothing, but “Wait 
and see?” Certainly not, we must work with 
the influence; we must prepare ouselves before 
hand, so that when the influence comes along 
we may be ready to seize the opportunities.

Two people have the Moon in square to 
Saturn during a certain month. The first takes 
proper precautions. He never goes out with
out coat and umbrella, uses every care to avoid 
getting wet or taking a chill, and in conse
quence suffers very little inconvenience or in
disposition. The other is indifferent, takes 
no precautions, gets wet and suffers a severe 
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cold. Which is to blame, the person or the 
stars? The answer is quite obvious.

The moral of this is easy to see. One went 
out ready to battle—he had prepared himself, 
took proper precautions. He could neither 
avoid or avert the evil, but he could and did 
avert many of the evil consequences. The 
other made no effort to help himself. He also 
could neither avoid or avert the influence, 
neither did he stop the evil effects, for the 
simple reason that he never troubled to do so.

I have said often, and repeat it, with the 
absolute certainty of conviction that man is 
a free agent and that he can, according to his 
knowledge and power, stand against evil in
fluences. I have never supposed that we have 
the power to avoid or avert an evil. On the 
road of life there are no bye-paths—it is a 
straight and narrow way and whatever comes 
has to be met. There are no side streets down 
which one can turn, and wait until the evil 
has passed us by. Everything that comes 
must be met.

I am not, in this discourse, dealing with the 
metaphysical side of the question for reasons 
which are best known to myself, and for the 
reason that it is one which does not interest 
many of my readers.

I have dealt with the subject from the prac
tical and common-sense aspect in order to bring 
to the light the possibilities which lie within 
everyone of us, whether the student of astro
logy, or the ordinary man-in-the-street, the 
simple, logical powers that we all possess. I 
have also dealt with the subject in order to try 
and suppress the materialistic tendency which 
is so rampant at the present time, that 
planetary influence is all-powerful, and that 
whatever is indicated must be, and that there 
is no power to alter or transmute it.

I leave the subject at that.
E. H. Bailey.

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All correspondence, articles for publication 
and astrological data useful for students should 
be sent direct to the Editor, who will endeavour 
to find space for their insertion.

Will correspondents kindly note that replies 
to letters cannot be sent under four days, as 
all correspondence has to be forwarded to the 
Editor’s Private Address. Also will they please 
note that all letters requiring a reply must be 
accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope.

st------------------------------- X
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Travel, change, start new work a.m.
Avoid deception a.m. Push business, 

court, visit friends p.m. and 
evening.

Avoid wrangling. Visit friends a.m. 
Uncertain p.m.

Sunday. Write letters a.m. Ask 
favours p.m.

An uncertain day. Do nothing im
portant.

Doubtful a.m. Guard against acci
dents and disputes p.m.

Mixed influences. Attend to ordinary 
duties.

Guard against accidents. Remain 
quiet.

Safeguard health a.m. Avoid decep
tion p.m.

Guard against disputes. Avoid other 
sex a.m.

Sunday. Travel a.m. Make plans, 
visit elders p.m.

Visit friends p.m., but guard against 
disputes and accidents.

An evil day for all things. Remain 
quiet.

Another evil day. Safeguard health, 
sign no papers. Avoid superiors.

Travel a.m. and evening. Safeguard 
health p.m.

Uncertain a.m. Avoid opposite sex 
p.m.

Guard against deception. Remain 
quiet.

Sunday. Remain quiet till evening. 
Then visit and ask favours.

Write letters, push business a.m.
Avoid strangers. Deal with 
elders p.m.

Act carefully a.m. Visit friends, but 
avoid wrangling p.m.

Uncertain a.m. Safeguard health p.m.
Guard against deception a.m. Un

certain rest of day.
Guard against disputes. Ask favours 

p.m. Travel late.
Sign no papers a.m. Write letters, 

make plans, push business p.m.
Sunday. Visit friends a.m. Study, 

write letters, p.m.
Safeguard health, avoid disputes, 

have no interviews Do nothing 
important.

Guard against law, losses, disputes 
and accidents.

Conflicting influences. Attend to 
ordinary duties. Travel late.

Uncertain a.m. Sign papers, visit 
friends, travel, court, marry.

Travel early. Court, marry. Sign 
papers. Visit friends.

Safeguard health, avoid deception and 
act carefully.
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HOROSCOPE OF THE MONTH

Bv E. H. BAILEY I

A REVOLUTIONARY LEADER.
In the Kaleidoscope for April, 1935, page 

125, I stated that I had in my possession the 
horoscope of a revolutionary leader, and that 
it was my intention to publish it. This horo
scope is now given, but as the data was given 
me privately, I am withholding all information 
as to the identity of the person. The time of 
birth has been carefully rectified in the usual 
way, and the horoscope can be accepted as

In this map we find Mars rising in the sign 
Gemini in square to Jupiter, the latter being 
weak by sign. This aspect, while giving en
thusiasm and daring, inclines to make the per
son sceptical, atheistic, caring little for either 
God or Law, extravagant and impulsive. Mars 
in Gemini gives sharpness of speech, makes a 
person too forceful and plain spoken, often at 
the expense of truth, and given to satire and 
fault finding.

The conjunction of Mercury with Saturn, 
and both in square to Uranus shows distrust, 
and a tendency to look at things from a wrong 
standpoint, and though giving progressive 
ideas, inclines to risky and questionable theories 
concerning social and moral conditions. The 
square of Mercury to Uranus renders the 
nature recalcitrant and bellicose. The rising 

position of Neptune and this planet is within 
the limits of the ascendant, shows moods and 
prejudices, and a danger of being influenced 
by external conditions.

Neptune and Mars may be considered in con
junction, although in different signs, which 
gives a rather contradictory influence to the 
conjunction, and tends to give carelessness or 
haste in his actions, and a danger of applying 
his capacities with a selfish aim. It is an 
influence frequently found in dictators and 
agitators.

This horoscope shows a mentality which dis
torts and confuses realities, and puts a black 
and wholly wrong view on conditions and cir
cumstances, the whole mentality being erratic 
and wholly irresponsible.

The luminaries in trine aspect, and the 
Dragon’s Head in trine to the meridian show 
a considerable amount of success and account 
for his rise in life, his popularity among the 
lower orders, Moon in Scorpio in the sixth 
house, but the elevated position of the Dragon’s 
Tail is likely to bring confusion to his plans 
and ultimate downfall. His aggressive and 
outspoken attitude, showing by the rising 
Mars in Gemini, is not likely to lead him for
ward, and will bring him discredit among his 
supporters.

Only one planet is dignified in this horo
scope, Mercury, while Jupiter and the Moon 
are both debilitated by sign, and the other 
planets are not strongly placed. In addition 
the Sun is just past the conjunction of Saturn 
and square of Uranus, which is ominous of 
continued success, while the benefic aspects of 
Jupiter and the Moon to the Sun are very weak 
owing to the debilitated condition of these two 
orbs.

The influences operating at the present time 
are not of very much power, the ascendant 
being in sextile with Neptune, and the Part of 
Fortune in opposition to the same planet, while 
Mercury is now midway between Saturn and 
Uranus, being exactly semisquare with each.

The first direction will stand him in good 
stead in the event of a General Election, but 
the second will show considerable antagonism 
on the part of the lower class, while the two

(Continued on page 199 )
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THE KALEIDOSCOPE
Conducted by THE EDITOR. ||

*

THE QUETTA DISASTER.—The serious 
and devastating earthquake which overtook 
Quetta on May 31st, 1935, is another instance 
of the action of Uranus in the sign Taurus. 
Pressure of work has prevented my making an 
examination of the particular influences under 
which the disaster originated, but I hope to 
do this in time for the next issue. It was 
partly due to the eclipse of February 3rd, and 
the new Moon of May 2nd falling in square to 
the place of the eclipse,

THE NEW GOVERNMENT.—The resig
nation of Mr. Ramsay MacDonald from the 
Premiership is a fulfilment of the prediction 
made by me when dealing with his horoscope 
in the December, ,1934, issue of the Journal. 
As Mr. Stanley Baldwin’s birth time is un
known, it is not possible to give any accurate 
idea of the success or otherwise of the new 
Ministry. I am aware that supposititious 
figures have been published, but as there is no 
authority for them, I am not prepared to ac
cept them.

THE WELWYN RAILWAY DISASTER. 
—The terrible accident and loss of life in the 
collision at Welwyn Garden City is attributable 
to the new Moon of June 1st, in which the 
luminaries were in Gemini, the sign connected 
with railways and means of transit, in square 
to Saturn and Neptune in the ninth and third 
houses respectively.

URANUS AND NEPTUNE.—There ap
pears to be some very vague idea about Uranus 
and Neptune in the minds of certain astrologers 
at the present time and influences which are 
directly attributable to the latter planet are 
spoken of as due to the former. Uranus does 
not jeer at affection and motherhood It is 
the neurotic influence of Neptune which is the 
cause of women refusing to have children, and 
to the utterly erroneous and immoral teaching 
of birth control. Absurd ideas as to love and 
marriage, treatises on sex and sex emotions 
are wholly the product of Neptune minds, and 
have no connection whatever with Uranus, a 
planet which is constructive in its inner sense. 
Researches into the true influence of Neptune 
have been published in these pages, and its 
“ invertive ” or “ pervertive ” influence on 
morality have been fully demonstrated.

I have mentioned Uranus as constructive. 
But it is constructive inasmuch as it first des
troys that which is wrong or imperfect and then 
builds anew a better and grander edifice. Nep
tune is insidious in its action, it destroys 
slowly, almost imperceptibly, but it has no con
structive power, or power of re-habilitation.

To put it in a nutshell, the influence of 
Uranus is diametrically opposed to that of 
Neptune, and this is demonstrated by its true 
symbol, circle over half-circle, with the cross 
underneath, the symbol of Neptune being 
exactly the reverse, cross uppermost, then the 
half circle and the circle underneath. To those 
who understand the inner meaning of astro
logical symbology, the meaning is quite clear.

The following is from the pen of Mr. E. W. 
Whitman.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA.—Was born on 
the 15th of August, 1888, in Wales, and on 
careful checking of the influences at the time 
of his death, the time of birth is shown to be

showing at once a very eventful life and many 
uncommon experiences. His insight into 
human character and his ability to utilize this 
insight in an original manner are very well 
denoted by this position. Uranus is in sextile
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to Saturn and Mercury giving him very good 
mental and intellectual capacity and showing 
his aptitude for language, whilst the Saturnian 
vibration would help him in his diplomatic 
handling of the various situations with which 
he was confronted, particularly during the era 
of the war. The Sun was at the end of the 
sign Leo in the eleventh house and in square 
to Jupiter. Although Leo usually gives a de
sire to be at the head of affairs and to hold 
prominent positions, and in his case caused him 
to be prominent by reason of his work and 
ability for organisation, yet the square to 
Jupiter would be one of the influences show
ing his dislike for publicity and his refusal of 
the honours and benefit he might have had, 
had he desired. The Leo vibration shows his 
natural enterprise, his ability to command and 
his resourcefulness whilst the eleventh house 
influence denotes his ability to make friends 
and to utilise the friendly spirit in obtaining 
the co-operation of other people. Jupiter 
being in the second house and in square aspect 
to the Sun, signifies his unwillingness to ex
ploit his experiences for financial gain. The 
Moon was at the beginning of the sign Sagit
tarius, in the third house and in opposition to 
Neptune. These positions show his travel
ling and it almost seems more than coincidence 
that Sagittarius is one of the signs ruling 
Arabia. The Moon ruling his Personality gave 
him the spirit of adventure whilst, its oppo
sition to Neptune shows his aptitude at dis
guise and enabled him to maintain secrecy as 
well as to assume with ease any characteristic 
or guise needed for furthering his immediate 
desires. It portrays very well one of the 
stories related of him that when during the war 
he was tortured by certain persons who were 
trying to wrest information from him that 
though he cried out, he cried in Arabic. Mars 
is the ruler of his seventh house and is in square 
to Mercury and Saturn, whilst the Moon as a 
significator of marriage in a male horoscope 
is applying to an opposition of Neptune. These 
influences very well show the non-consumma- 
tion of marriage and his personal viewpoint in 
regard to women.

During the war period his adventures and 
the variety of experiences he passed through 
are very well shown by the directions that 
were in force. The progressed Mid-Heaven 
passed from the conjunction of Saturn to the 
conjunction of Mercury and the square of Mars, 
the progressed Mars was in sextile to the As
cendant and trine to Saturn and Mercury, the 
progressed Jupiter was in trine to the birth 
Sun and the progressed Uranus was in square 

to the birth Saturn and Mercury and in con
junction with the birth Mars. Added to this 
Uranus by transit opposed the birth Saturn, 
and Mercury and squared the birth Mars after
wards passing to the opposition of the birth 
Sun. These are influences bringing many ex
citing, difficult and yet courageous activities. 
The recent accident which lead to his death is 
also clearly denoted, for the progressed Ascen
dant is in exact conjunction with the birth Mars 
and square to the birth Mercury. The luna
tion of May 2nd which occurred just before the 
accident opposed the conjunction of the Ascen
dant and Mars, and squared the birth Mercury 
and as it is a mechanical configuration the 
danger of hurt through speed and machinery 
is well indicated. Moreover, the progressed 
Uranus is very near to the conjunction with 
the birth Moon in the third house showing the 
danger of accidents whilst travelling, and when 
this is taken into account with the previous 
significations the period is shown to be a 
dangerous one. As a final look at the map, 
the Dragon’s Tail is in the fourth house 
governing the end of life and his seclusion and 
desire to keep away from those things that 
made him famous are also well denoted by this 
position.

The following remarks are from the pen of 
Mr. James Harvey :

MISS ELLEN TERRY.—All horoscopes of 
this greatest of actresses must be set aside in 
the light of the fact that her right birth data 
has just been found. The Coventry correspon
dent of “ The People,” 3rd March, 1935, 
writes, “ After seven years from her death, 
Dame Ellen Terry’s birthplace has been
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located. Believed to have been born 1848/ 
Market Street, Coventry. But records filed 
under 4 J ’ instead of 4 T ’ reveal that she was 
born in Smithfield Street, Coventry, ori 27th 
February, 1847.” There is no horoscope re
corded as far as my knowledge goes in re
ference to this great woman, mightiest in her 
art: despite the traditional power of a Mdme. 
Rachel or that of a Mdme. Bernhardt.

In the horoscope for this data can be seen the 
potently impressional, imaginative and charac
ter-analytical power of her mind in the aspects 
of Jn her 7th year she
plays Manilius in 4 4'A Winter’s Tale,” under 
the applying aspect of J) A • Her 16 th year 
sees her debut at the Haymarket, London, and 
the aspects are J) -)(- • At the Prince of
Wales Theatre, under } A®*^ her Portia in 
“ The Merchant of Venice,” is a revelation in 
acting; and she is famous in her art every
where. 1878 she joins her greatest comrade 
of the stage, Sir Henry Irving, with whom 
she steadily ascends the peaks of fame. This 
partnership and its success is indicated by 
$ -X-Ti, and in the last scene of all, she passes 
out under JJEZI1#. The horoscope is an ap
proximate one; and is rectified from her facial 
appearance, and the events of her career. 
Under the recent revealing of her proper data, 
students will find it a good stepping-stone to 
the unfoldment bf their astrological studies.

A REMARKABLE SOUL. — Francis 
Thompson, described by the 44 Dictionary of 
Universal Biography ” in two lines, as “a 
poet and journalist,” was born at Preston, 
Lancs., on 16th December, 1859; and by 
rectification, from events and photographs, an 
approximate time is 7.25 a.m. G.M.T. There 
is no recorded horoscope of this man within 
my knowledge. The Ascendant is 11 f 12, 
with the ® and $ rising in the first house. 
This points to his literary inclinations; and the 
somewhat ephemeral fame he gained in 
journalism. The J) A? , and $ A1^ indicates 
his poetical faculty. But from the aspect of 
his nativity, a soul with four planets in Mutable 
signs, three in Fixed and two in Cardinal, the 
man is indeed a psychological problem : from 
the manner in which he drifted in life and put 
himself to unnecessary suffering, privation, 
hindrance and denial. From the aspects of 
©EDEPiS and 20$^, is strongly in
dicated that the man was the victim of a vor
tex of subjective forces; plain in the astrologi
cal light, but hopelessly unexplainable by 
modern psychology, or the theory of heredity. 
The cusp of the third house, ruling the mind, 
has X governing, the sign of 44 self-undoing,” 

and therein, afflicting the (•) and J) from 
mental signs : pointing to chaotic storms of 
mind and the tendency to drugs. The 
stabilising vibrations of ® A \ , and A 
were evidently outbalanced by the foregoing 
positions of T' to the ® and j) : and the plac
ing, 11A T may have been a deterring factor 
in the matter, producing often megalomania : 
and with (•) and J) being afflicted by *$*, per
haps, in the doctrine of occultism, obsession 
at periods. ÇQM.C. makes evident his 
struggle and suffering, which latterly was al
leviated by his friends, and indicated by the 
aspect of QA^.C. He died on the 13th 
November, 1907, when the progressed horo
scope shows the positions of J) separating from 

and applying- to d ¥ □ o° C? • 
The positions of the 13th November, 1907 were 

£EI</- The date of the 
progressed horoscope measuring to his death 
is the 31st January, 1860. Students will find 
this natus of much interest.

THE MOON’S NODES.
No consideration of the karmic threads of 

human destiny can be considered at all com
plete until due attention has been paid to the 
position and influence of The Dragon in the 
Wheel of Life.

The purely materialistic astrologer, for, 
strange to say, there are those who profess to 
be of this type, is wont to laugh and scoff at 
any and every possible influence accredited to 
these Nodes; but if even he will lay aside all 
mental bias and prejudice, and watch for a 
little while with open mind the transits of the 
various planets as they are continually form
ing and passing from aspects with these points 
in his own nativity, or in that of his friends, 
he will be forced to admit that the invariable 
results are due to something more than the 
mere coincidence he would fain have us be
lieve.

When the Moon in her serpentine orbit 
crosses the path of the force-generating, life
giving Sun, she causes a break in the current 
of power, and for the moment, at least, creates 
a condition of change. In the ascending arc 
she reflects and glorifies; on the descending 
she obscures and nullifies the solar influence 
for power and progression.
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II’ REVERSED ASCENSION || 
M &

A DISCUSSION.
Before dealing with the mathematical side of 

this question, there are two points which I 
have to deal with. It seems to me that this 
question of reversed ascension, i.e., the back
ward .rising of signs, rests entirely on the re
versing of the meridian in high latitudes, when 
the degree of the zodiac corresponding to a 
given sidereal time falls below the southern 
horizon. I have already expressed my opinion 
on this point, and I still consider this reversal 
of the meridian to be wholly incorrect and 
unnecessary. I await my correspondent’s re
ply to this point.

In addition to this it has already been pointed 
out that if this meridian reversal is adopted, 
we can get Cancer 0 as the meridian twice a 
day, once when the sidereal time is 18h., and 
the meridian is reversed, and again when it is 
6h. and Cancer 0 is correctly on the meridian. 
On this point I also await my correspondent’s 
comments.

Now it is agreed that in Latitude 66.33 N. 
with a sidereal time of 18h., the ecliptic circle 
coincides with the horizon. My first question 
is what is the ascending degree, or what is to be 
considered as the ascending degree.

Again, with the sidereal time corresponding 
to Aquarius 19| in Latitude 75 N., and it might 
be assumed that the same condition exists. 
But does it? But again, what is the ascend
ing degree?

These two points must be answered first of 
all. I look to my correspondent for a reply.

It must be stated that neither the systems 
of Placidus, Campanus nor Regiomontanus can 
answer this question. There is no ascending 
degree, as the entire ecliptic coincides with the 
horoscope in the first case.

Reference to any table of houses will show 
that whenever the sideral time is 18h. V^O is 
on the meridian and TO rises, and is exactly 
on the east point, irrespective of the latitude. 
Therefore it follows that whether V^O be above 
or below the southern horizon, TO will always 
be on the exact east point.

Now let us take R.A. 271.0 as the M.C. and 
compute the ascendant for the latitudes given. 
The ascendants given are approximate to the 
nearest minute.

signs lie east of the meridian exactly on the 
horizon, and six to the west also on the 
horizon.

Now take 19.32;^ as the meridian, and the 
ascendants for the same latitude will be :

Lat. Ascdt.
60 N. 4.26T
61 5. 0T
62 5.54T
63 7.18T
64 9.46T
65 15.15T
66 6.360

At 66.33N. there is no ascendant, as six

Ascdt.
8.56 as

10.58
13. 6
15.19
17.39
20. 6
22.39

Lat.
60 N.
61
62
63
64
65
66

We get no reversals of rising in these lati
tudes. Naturally if the meridian is reversed, 
the signs may have an apparent backward 
motion, but as already stated there is no scien
tific or valid reason for so doing. It is wrong. 
The meridian is the meridian always, and so 
long as it falls between the north and south 
poles it remains the meridian, and all calcula
tions must be made from it.

I put forward another question at this point. 
It is admitted that the meridian is the point 
from which the oblique ascension of the ascen
dant is obtained. It is obtained by adding 90 
degrees to the R.A.M.C., and certain calcu
lations are made by which the longitude of the 
ascending degree is derived. My correspon
dent is no doubt fully aware of the problem, 
but for the information of readers I give that 
for 66 N. Lat.

The R.A. of 19.32 is 321.58. Add 90° 
makes its oblique Asc. 51.58.

Cos. Obi. Asc. 51.58 ... .. 9.78967
Cot. Lat. 66.0 ... .. 9.64858

Cot. Angle A, 74 39.6 .. 9.43825

Angle A, 74 39.6 + 23.27 = Angle B,
: 6.6.
180° - 98 6.6 = 81 53.4.

Cos. Angle A .. 9.42250
Cos. Angle B. A.C. .. 0.85006
Tan. Obi. Asc. .. 10.10667

Tan. 67.21 ........................ .. 10.37923
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As angle B was subtracted from 180, so Tan 
67.21 must be subtracted from 180°, which 
gives so 22.39.

In this case 19.32 is above the earth. 
What happens when it falls below the 
southern horizon, and the opposite point is 
taken as the meridian. If the 90 is added to 
obtain the Obi. Asc., it becomes 231.58, and 
this means that the ascendant becomes reversed 
from one side of the zodiac to the other.

But suppose we make no reversal, but con
tinue to work from the original meridian, al
though it may be below the southern horizon 
we obtain the following result :

Lat. Ascdt.
67 N. 25.1925
68 28. 3
69 0.546}
70 3.51
71 6.51
72 9.56
73 13. 5
74 16.17
75 19.32

Now what do we find from this. That when 
££ 19.32 is on the south point of the horizon, 
the exact opposition point 6} 19.32 is on the 
north point of the horizon and in reality is 
rising.

We will go a step further. The declination 
of both Leo and Aquarius 19.32 being 15 de
grees, the ascensional difference of both is 90° 
in 75 N. Lat. So the semiarc of these two 
points is 180°.

Now it is a recognised fact that the R.A. of 
an ecliptic degree minus its semiarc will give 
the R.A. of the meridian when that degree 
is rising. Thus in Latitude 51.32, 26.36 25 ris
ing. The R.A. of this point is 118.39. Its 
semi-arc is 118.39. Subtract, leaves 0° of 
R.A., which is the R.A. of the M.C. when 
25 26.36 rises.

Therefore in 75 N. the semiarc of 6} 19.32 
being 180, this deducted from its R.A., 141.58, 
gives 321.58, which is 19.32, so that when 
this latter point is on the meridian, exactly on 
the south point of the horizon, the opposite 
point must be considered as the ascendant.

The point which I object to in this matter 
is the reversing of the meridian, when the de
gree corresponding to a given sidereal time 
falls below the southern horizon. I claim 
that it is wholly wrong and I consider that my 
correspondent should deal with this objection 
because it is in this matter that the alleged 
reversal in rising occurs. At least, that is my 
opinion.

To put it in another way. When 0 X? falls 
exactly on tne southern horizon, Cancer 0 is 
exactly on the northern. When this point falls 
below the S. Horizon, the ecliptic circle cuts 
the exact east point. However lar below the 
S. Horizon this point falls, the ecliptic still 
cuts the exact east point.

Suppose we take yy 1 and place it exactly 
on tne S. Horizon, wnat point on the horizon 
from S. to N. does the ecliptic circle cut?

Again, place 19.32 on the S. Meridian, 
exactly on the horizon in 75 JN. Lat., where 
does the ecliptic circle fall, and does it cut the 
eastern horizon at any point? Let this point 
fall below the S. horizon, what point on the 
eastern horizon does the ecliptic cut. Mathe
matically it is shown that in Lat. 78 N. Leo 
28.56 rises, if the rule given just now is fol
lowed.

Now, before proceeding further 1 await my 
correspondent’s replies to the several points 
raised by me. Then 1 have some further in
formation to give.

Several letters have been received from 
students on this subject, and if possible, I may 
publish some of their views.

ACCURACY.
Accuracy in calculation is one of the essen

tials to correct judgment. The slipshod 
methods given in most of the cheaper works 
on the science lead to serious errors in the in
terpretation of planetary influences. The sup
position that if the time of birth is known to 
within fifteen minutes it is possible to give a. 
correct reading of the horoscope is wholly in
accurate, and is misleading to the student. 
Loose methods of calculation are equally as 
abhorrent as the wholly useless and laborious 
process of working out cuspal and planetary 
longitudes and declinations to seconds. There 
is a mean or middle path, which allows for the 
fullest and necessary accuracy and saves much 
time and labour in the long run.
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5C K
THE STUDENTS’ PAGE

By E. H. BAILEY

We have now arrived at a very important 
part in the study of Judgment, viz., Character 
and Mentality, derived from the positions of 
the Sun, Moon and Mercury.

We will take Character first.
Character as understood by Astrology is two

fold, one part being under the influence of the 
Sun, known as the Individuality, and the other 
under the Moon, and known as the Personality.

The former represents the real, permanent 
and inner side of the character, and the latter 
the external, everyday expression of the charac
ter in manifestation. We often hear the ex
pression, “ So and so has a very pleasing per
sonality, or a very repulsive personality.'’ This 
means that the person’s personal actions and 
demeanour are either pleasing or repulsive as 
the case may be. This is exclusively shown 
by the lunar position.

Individual Character. The sign position 
of the Sun denotes the type of mould of the 
Individuality, the highest rung in the ladder of 
internal progress and self-development to which 
the person has attained. It also indicates the 
destiny of the person.

The house position of the Sun shows the 
medium or field through which the individual 
character develops, and through which the 
destiny ripens.

The aspects denote various powers and 
qualifications, traits of character, lines of des
tiny. Aspects should always be considered ac
cording as to whether they are separating or 
applying.

The first aspect formed by the Sun should 
receive special attention as it colours the in
dividuality with very strong traits, and denotes 
much connected with the development of the 
character and destiny.

Personality. The Moon rules over the per
sonal side of the character, the life’s ex
periences and the fate.

The position of the Moon in the sign denotes 
the type or mould of the personality, and the 
experiences which are to be obtained through 
the senses for the purposes of personal develop
ment.

The house position of the Moon denotes the 
field or medium through which the personality 
develops, and through which these experiences 
are gained and the fate ripens.

The aspects, separating or applying, should 
be considered in the same way as the Sun’s 
aspects, while the first aspect formed by the 
Moon should receive special attention.

Qualities of the Character. We come now 
to the most important point in connection with 
both the influences of the Sun and Moon. 
Special reference should be made to the planet 
which disposes of the two luminaries. By this 
is meant, the planets which rule over the signs 
in which the two luminaries are placed. Thus 
if the Sun be in Aries it is disposed of by 
Mars and if the Moon be in Libra, its disposer 
is Venus.

This point is the most important of all, as 
it describes the “ Qualities ” of the character 
and brings into play the important influences 
of aspects.

Now if the planet disposing of either the 
Sun or Moon is dignified by position, i.e., in its 
own sign or exaltation, or otherwise strongly 
placed—“ Placed in Glory ” as Ptolemy des
cribes it—it confers highly benefic qualities to 
the two sides of the character, and no matter 
what the aspects of that planet are, benefic 
or malefic, they confer additional good traits 
of character. This is in accord with the 
traditional rules as laid down by Ptolemy. He 
does not say if the disposer of the Moon is 
in sextile or square to another planet, but uses 
the one word “ configurated ” which of course 
means any aspect.

On the other hand, if the planet disposing of 
the luminaries is weakly placed, in its fall or 
detriment, or otherwise badly placed in the 
horoscope, or as Ptolemy calls it “ ingloriously 
placed,” then the qualities of the character 
are poor, weak, and often of an adverse kind. 
If the disposer of the luminary is in aspect with 
another planet, it does not matter whether it 
be a good aspect or an adverse one, they both 
give adverse traits. Here again Ptolemy does 
not distinguish between aspects; he merely 
says “ configurated.”

I am aware that Ptolemy only refers to the 
disposer of the Moon and Mercury as giving 
the qualities of the mind and disposition, but 
modern experience has shown that the same 
rules can be applied to the solar position.

Too much stress cannot be placed on this 
very important part of the judgment, and stu
dents should very carefully consider it when 
judging character.

Polarities. A final point in connection 
with the judgment of character is the com
bination of the two influences of the Sun and 
Moon. There are 144 zodiacal combinations. 
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The Sun in Aries combines with the twelve sign 
positions of the Moon; the Sun in Taurus with 
the same twelve, and so on, there being 12 
times 12, or 144 different combinations.

The influences of the luminaries are also 
combined in accordance with their elemental 
and constitutional sign positions. There are six
teen elemental combinations, the Sun in a fiery 
sign, with the Moon in one of the four ele
mental signs, similarly the Sun in either an 
earthy, airy and watery signs, with the Moon 
in one of the four signs.

There are nine constitutional combinations, 
the Sun in either a cardinal, fixed or common 
sign, with the Moon in either one of the three 
constitutional signs.

Finally a combination can be made of the 
influences of the two planets disposing of the 
Sun and Moon. They are exceptionally im
portant and show up light in dark places and 
solve many anomalies and peculiarities to be 
found in horoscopes.

In a horoscope recently under consideration 
the following was observed :

Sun in Aries square Mars in Cancer.
Moon in Gemini square Mercury in Pisces.
The Sun was disposed of by Mars, and 

Mars squared the Sun. The Moon was dis
posed of by Mercury and Mercury squared the 
Moon.

The two disposers were in trine with each 
other.

What a wealth of information could be ob
tained from such a combination.

Finally we come to deal with :
The Mind. The mind and the mental 

abilities must be considered apart. The lat
ter may really be classed as part of the nature 
and disposition, but I prefer to deal with them 
as relating to the mind alone.

The first, third and ninth houses are con
cerned with the mental abilities.

First house.—Type of brain, mental 
strength.

Third house.—Mental powers, educational 
attainments and abilities. The objective or 
lower mentality.

Ninth house.—Mental aspirations, religious 
and philosophical inclinations. The subjective 
or higher mentality.

The planet in the first house must not be 
confused with the rising planet. It is always 
a planet actually within the limits of the ascen
dant, irrespective of sign.

When no planets are placed in these houses, 
the position of the ruler should be considered, 
but what is equally as good, the nature of the 
signs on the cusps of the houses.

The planet Mercury as ruling over the Mind 
proper is really the chief influence to be taken. 
The mind is part of the Individuality and is a 
permanent part of our natures.

The planet Mercury is convertible and takes 
on itself the nature of the sign in which it is 
placed, and the planet to which it is joined 
or aspected. The position of the planet in the 
constitutional signs denotes the consti
tution or condition of the mind. Its position 
in each sign, shows the type or mould of the 
mind. The house in which it is placed repre
sents the medium through which the mind 
functions or develops, and through which its 
various powers express themselves.

The position and aspects of the disposer of 
Mercury must receive special consideration, as 
this denotes the qualities of the mind. This is 
dealt with in exactly the same manner as the 
disposer of the Sun and Moon in relation to the 
character.

The aspects of Mercury should then receive 
attention. They denote various characteristics 
and extension of the mental powers, and are 
dealt with in the same way as those of the 
Sun and Moon.

To sum up, the whole matter is one of per
sonal judgment. Books have been written, 
giving the whole Of the influences arising from 
these positions, and their action on the charac
ter and mentality, and it rests with the student 
to read up these points and use his own judg
ment and intuition in dealing with horoscopes.

(To be continued.)

NEXT MONTH.

Occult or Scientific—A Special Editorial.

A Notable Horoscope.

Reversed Ascension.

The Horoscopes of Quadruplets.

The Synodic Lunation.
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DIRECTING BY PLANETARY 
PERIODS

_ By E. H. BAILEY _X--------
In continuation of the article on this subject 

which appeared in the April issue, I give an 
illustration of this method of directing in the 
horoscope of the Rt. Hon. D. Lloyd George, 
which was given in the May issue.

The Moon is placed in Sagittarius 24.33.
The period of Venus commences in 13.20 of 

the same sign.
The difference is 1.1.13. We have therefore 

the following : As 13° 20' is to 20 years, the 
period of Venus, so is 11° 13' to 16y. 9m. 27d.

The period of $ being 20 years, there re
mains 3y. 2m. 3d. of that period to come at 
the moment of birth.

60 2 3

Therefore : y- m. d.
Period of ? unexpired .. . 3 2 3

J Ì ® to come 6 0 0
) , 1 > D n . 10 0 0
J ) cT > » 7 0 0
5 , ) > a > > . 18 0 0
J > , J j ) . 16 0 0

At the completion of the period of V, 60 
years, 2 months and 3 days had passed. The 
next period is that of Saturn which lasts for 
19 years, to the age of 79y. 2m. 3d.

The period of Saturn would therefore com
mence on 20th March, 1923 : y. m. d.

Birth .......................... 1863 1 17
Add .............. 60 2 3

1923 3 20

The period ends at March 20th, 1942. There
fore the following is obtained :

Sub-Period
Period. Planet

Mar. 20, 1923—Mar. 23, 1926 ... \
Mar. 23, 1926—Jan. 2, 1929 ... $
Jan. 2, 1929—Jan 11, 1930 .............. y
Jan 11, 1930—Mar. 3, 1933 .............. $
Mar. 3, 1933—Feb. 23, 1934 ... @
Feb. 23, 1934—Sept. 23, 1935 ... J)
Sept. 23, 1935—Nov. 2, 1936 ...
Nov. 2, 1936—Sept. 8, 1939 .............. Q
Sept. 8, 1939—Mar. 20, 1942 ... u
In the next issue this arrangement shall be 

extended.

ASTROLOGICAL PROGRESS.
Astrology has made rapid strides during the 

last thirty years. Old rules have been re
modelled, new discoveries have been made, 
and many of the old ideas and principles have 
been renovated and restated. As the science 
progresses so must students progress along 
with it. We cannot afford to stick in a rut. 
A subservient regard for effete doctrines is not 
in the nature of progress, and we must keep 
in touch with astrological progress if we wish 
to become proficient in the science.

WANTED.—Six copies of Part I. of the 
Editor’s Private Lessons in Medical 
Astrology. Two shillings paid for each 
copy. Write to the Editor, B.J.A., 10/11, 
Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

The period of \—19 years—is as shown in 
the last issue, subdivided into nine sub-periods
as follows :

Sub-period.
I

u
9
®
3 
c?
£
H

y. m. d.
3 0 3
2 8 9
1 1 9
3 2 0
0 11 12
1 7 0
1 1 9
2 10 6
2 6 12

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA.

(Continued from page 193).

19 0 0

J) The following table shows the Moon’s sign 
position at noon on each day of the 
month.

Aries 21, 22 Libra 8, 9
Taurus 23, 24 Scorpio 10, 11
Gemini 25, 26 Sagittarius 12, 13, 14
Cancer 1 , 2, 27, 28, 29 Capricorn 15, 16
Leo 3, 4, 30, 31 Aquarius 17, 18
Virgo 5, 6, 7 Pisces 19, 20
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II HOUSE DIVISION II 
¿L .... ....... .........--

WHAT AMERICA THINKS.
The “ Astrological Review ” for May, 1935, 

published by the Astrologers’ Guild of America, 
contains an article by Leo Wick on “ The 
Elusive Secondary Houses,” in which some 
very pertinent and unbiassed remarks are 
made.

We take the opportunity of placing the views 
of this writer before readers of the Journal.

Since the time of the Ancients, astrologers 
have determined the position of the secondary 
houses in many different ways. Ptolemy, for 
instance, is said to have used the “ Equal 
Method,” while many others follow the rules 
laid down by Alcabitius. Porphyry, Placidus, 
Regiomontanus and Zadkiel have also pro
pounded systems of house division, each of 
which has had and still has a large following. 
This, of course, does not take into account the 
many Hindu and Chinese methods of house 
division which would complicate the situations 
still more.

When one realises that there are various 
methods of determining the position of the 
secondary houses, it is curious to find that many 
astrologers adopt some particular .table of 
houses, merely because it happens to be printed 
in some convenient form. It is interesting to 
note, however, that all astrologers do not fol
low this somewhat haphazard plan. Mr. 
Bailey, for example, published a series of 
highly illuminating articles in the British 
Journal of Astrology on house divisions, ex
plaining his reasoning on each method. He 
concluded by adopting the method of Porphyry. 
Other leaders in the field of Astrology, such 
as Allan Leo, Dr. Tiernan, Duncan McNaugh
ton (editor of “ Modern Astrology ”) and 
Alexander Sim, have declared the Campanus 
method to be soundest in principle and result. 
A number of years ago Mr. Bailey was also 
listed among those favouring Campanus but 
has since adopted the Porphyry method.

Allan Leo’s “Dictionary of Astrology,” how
ever, states that the Porphyry method has long 
since been abandoned as a rough and ready 
method. Mr. Cyril Fagan, a prominent astro
loger of Dublin, is a strong adherent to the 
Regiomontanus method. This Irish astrologer 
has spent years of research on various methods 
,of house division and has given far more at
tention to this subject than most astrologers. 

In America, the Raphael’s and Dalton’s Tables 
of Houses which are constructed on the basis 
of the semi-arc system, are most popular. Here 
I might state that Mr. Bailey says he has long 
since discarded this method as irrational and 
incorrect. Its weakness, he says, was fully 
demonstrated by an appeal to the mathematical 
principles involved and therefore he was con
vinced that it is not correct. At various times 
many other astrologers have also expressed 
their disapproval of the semi-arc method.

Let us now consider the basis of house 
division in some detail. The Campanus method 
is based on the tri-sections of quadrants of the 
Prime Vertical by great circles intersecting at 
the north and south points of the horizon. The 
cusps are the points on the ecliptic midway be
tween the defining circles and not on the de
fining circles, as stated by Allan Leo. In the 
Porphyry system one trisects the arcs of the 
ecliptic intercepted between the Meridian and 
Horizon. In the Regiomontanus method one 
trisects the arcs of the Equator included be* 
tween the horizon and the meridian, by great 
circles intersecting at the north and south 
points of the horizon. The cusps are the 
points on the ecliptic cut by the defining circles. 
The Semi-Arc or Placidian method is based on 
Trisections of the semi-diurnal arcs. Here, 
too, the cusps are the points on the ecliptic 
cut by the defining circles. From this it is 
clearly seen that the various methods of house 
division lead to distinctly different horoscopes 
for a given set of data. These variations in 
horoscopes make valid judgments difficult and 
often result in controversy among astrologers 
and ill-feeling on the part of the public.

Just what are we going to do about this? 
Are we going to sit back and accept the find
ings of the European Astrologers? Personally 
I am doing research work in the field and 
should like to hear from others on this impor
tant question. It would seem that this vital 
point must be settled before we can apply the 
term “ science ” to Astrology without being 
open to criticism.
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X------- ----------------------X
II MUNDANE ASTROLOGY ||

THE NEW MOON.
1 he new Moon of June 30th, which influences 

the month of July, is a partial eclipse of the 
Sun, but not visible in this country, the area 
of visibility being over the North Pole, 
northern Asia and Greenland. Only one third 
>f the solar orb is obscured.

don, in the first decanate of Cancer, which ac
cording to the ancients is said to disturb the 
air and cause great changes and alterations in 
the weather. Falling over the North Pole it 
is not unlikely that it will bring cold currents 
from the Arctic.

The map shows the first degree of Capricorn 
rising, with Saturn near the third cusp, but in 
trine with the Sun and Jupiter. This is 
favourable for the Government and country 
generally, and points to a better condition of 
affairs in international matters. The elevated 
position of Jupiter will benefit the Govern
ment particularly, and give added strength to 
their policy. The position of Uranus in Tau
rus denotes seismic troubles in the south of 
Europe and there is a possibility of earth 
tremors in this country. Theatres and places 
of amusement will have a more successful 
time but the demise of a noted actress or 
singer is foreshadowed. Mercury ruling the 
sixth will benefit employment, especially 
in connection with railways. The position 
of this planet just below the seventh 
cusp is favourable for trade negotia

tions with other countries. The eclipse 
in the seventh house, well aspected, is more 
favourable for peace. Venus in the eighth 
house denotes the demise of ladies of title, 
artists and singers, and will benefit the ex
chequer through the death duties. The 
position of Neptune opposing Saturn but other
wise well aspected is not wholly good for re
ligious matters, shipping and the question of 
distress for non-payment of tithes will continue 
to be prominent. The position of Mars is 
rather doubtful, as it is just on the border 
line between the ninth and tenth houses. Ele
vated above the luminaries and in a wide square 
aspect thereto, it denotes some untoward 
actions in connection with shipping and foreign 
affairs, but the culminating influence of Jupiter 
will act as a remedial force. Mars as ruler of 
the eleventh is likely to bring some disputation 
in the Commons. Hospitals and institutions 
will benefit from the rulership of Jupiter over 
the twelfth house.

The culmination of Venus at Washington 
will benefit the President of the United States. 
Earthquakes are threatened in Persia and Asia 
Minor. The eclipse culminates in 118 W. 
Long., where seismic troubles and tornadoes 
are likely to occur. The second degree of W. 
Long, has Uranus exactly on the nadir, and 
this is a likely locality for earthquakes.

—'-------------------------

Astronomical Phenomena
JULY 1935

Lunar Phases.
First Quarter — 8th — lOh. 29m. p.m.
Full Moon — 16th -— 5h. Im. a.m.
Last Quarter ■— 22nd -— 7h. 42m. p.m.
New Moon — 30th — 9h. 33m. p.m.

Planetary Positions.
® The Sun is in Cancer, enters Leo 23rd at 

7.33 p.m.
9 Mercury is in Gemini, enters Cancer 13th.
9 Venus is in Leo, enters Virgo 7th, T 

23rd.
d* Mars is in Libra, enters Scorpio 29th.
H Jupiter is in Scorpio. 

Saturn is in Pisces.
iff Uranus is in Taurus.

Neptune is in Virgo.
(Continued on page 191).
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OCCULT ASTROLOGY. THE 
PLANETARY RAYS 
By Major C. G. M. ADAM

(formerly Editor of Modern Astrology).
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III.
Uranus is direct, positive, sudden and force

ful in its method of working. It goes straight 
to its object without deviation, like lightning, 
pulverising everything that resists. It is the 
Stone mentioned in the Bible, of which it is 
said that “ on whomsoever it shall fall it shall 
grind him to powder.” Its function is to fol
low after Neptune and to destroy what the 
latter has undermined or prepared for destruc
tion.

Another reference to the Uranian vibration 
is found in John II. 15 : “ And when he had 
made a scourge of small cords he drove them 
all out of the temple . . . and poured out
the changers’ money and overthrew the 
tables.” This obviously non-historical pas
sage symbolises the descent of a Spiritual 
Force to purify and purge, and the symbolism 
was apparently borrowed from the Egyptian 
mysteries, since in Egyptian monuments Osiris 
is often represented holding a scourge of small 
cords.

Like that of Neptune, the vibration of 
Uranus in his aspect of Purifier cannot be 
coarsened or interfered with during its 
“ descent ” through the lower ethers to the 
physical plane.

The occult purpose of the destructive work
ings of these two rays at the present period is 
in order to purify the world of materialism 
and Mammon-worship in preparation for the 
dawn of the Second Golden Age, the third and 
last cycle of the world-period; during which 
the human race will gradually become more 
spiritualised, and all the conditions of life more 
in accordance with the Divine Plan. In this 
connection Uranus may be regarded as the 
Great Architect preparing to build the symboli
cal Temple of the New Age after he has pulled 
down the decayed ruins of the old one.

The full Uranian vibration has only been 
manifesting during the last three or four years, 
during which time it has been gradually forc
ing the atoms of the physical and higher ethers 
to change their rate of vibration. The result 
of this has shown itself in the extraordinary 
weather of the present year, with its violent 

storms and sudden contrasts, and in the fact 
that many people have suffered in health during 
the last year or two, in many cases from 
mysterious gastric or other troubles which 
puzzle the doctors.

This can easily be understood if it is realised 
that when the atoms of the physical ether are 
upset, the atoms of people’s; etheric bodies 
must feel the same effect, and when the 
etheric body is out of order this reacts on the 
physical.

Also Uranus rules electricity, and whenever 
there is an excess of electricity in the atmo
sphere it increases the electricity in the human 
body, and this promotes; acidity, the cause of 
gastric troubles and rheumatism and many 
other complaints.

During the last two or three months also, 
since ¥ has entered Q, there has been quite 
an epidemic of mysterious throat trouble.

Now the Uranian vibration has left the 
physical ether and reached the mineral king
dom, there will come presently violent storms 
and floods, while in some parts the subter
ranean waters will burst their bonds, pausing 
great eruptions of water. This will make the 
whole crust of the earth unstable, and earth
quakes will increase in number and violence 
during the next few years. For some parts 
of the world fresh maps are likely to be needed.

(To be continued.)
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[ ASTROLOGY AND THE 
KABALAH

_ By E. W. WHITMAN !
¡A— K

The twelfth letter of the Hebrew Alphabet, 
Lamed, is associated with the twelfth Arcana 
of the Tarot, which is symbolised as The 
Hanged Man. It is not a very fortunate num
ber or card. The card is depicted as a man 
hanging by one foot from a gallows. This 
rests upon two trees, each of them containing 
six branches which have been cut. The hands 
of the man are tied together behind his back 
and from them pieces of gold are dropping to 
the earth. The arms are tied in the form of 
a reversed triangle, whilst the legs are 
crossed, right over left, in the form of a cross. 
The man’s eyes are open and his hair, which 
is of a fair colour, floats upon the wind. The 
Hebrew letter Lamed symbolises the arm and 
is associated with all things that stretch forth, 
that rise and that expand, and is therefore 
typical of expansive movement, of extension 
and of possession. From the human stand
point expansion comes by an understanding of 
Divine Law as given forth by those who have 
pierced the veil of the illusion of matter. At 
the same time to those who understand divine 
law and applies it there is advancement, whilst 
to those who understand it and violate it there 
must be punishment and hence this punish
ment is symbolised as violent death. This can 
occur as an expiation of a crime or of any form 
of wrong-doing, whilst it can arise through 
devotion to duty, truth and justice. The 
twelve cut branches show the destruction of 
the conditions shown by the twelve houses of 
the horoscope from which the soul is released 
when death occurs. The reversed triangle 
formed by the arms is surmounted by the cross 
formed by the legs indicating the domination 
of material forces and conditions over the mind 
and spiritual side of the nature. The dropping 
of the coins show the relinquishing of material 
gain that must occur when death operates. 
From an astrological standpoint the number 
12 and the twelfth Arcanum come under the 
domination of the sign Pisces, and this is 
known as the sign of self-undoing, signifying 
that the accumulated karma of past unfavour
able actions must come into play at certain 
specific periods and justice be meted out. It is 
the sign of limitation and bondage brought 
about by unwise action and violation of the 

laws of life or by voluntary acceptance of res
triction in the cause of duty and a sacrificing 
of the personal and material desires for 
spiritual ends.

The thirteenth card is also a somewhat 
mystical card as it is symbolised as Death or 
The Reaper. It pictures a skeleton reaping 
human heads in a field, whilst hands and feet 
also spring up as the scythe operates. On the 
blade of the scythe is a serpent and a scara- 
beaus, and at the back of the representation 
is a rainbow. The ensemble denotes perpetual 
destruction and rebirth in all domains of life 
and thought and draws out the principle of 
time. The serpent expresses the principle of 
the virile energy of the soul and the scarabeus 
the journey of the soul through the various 
mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms until 
it reaches the human state. The skeleton 
mowing human heads shows that time must 
bring changes, old things must pass away and 
the process of change brought about by death 
must operate. The rainbow however gives 
promise of new conditions and a new form 
of life of a more spiritual nature. The letter 
Mem from the Hebrew standpoint means a 
woman and shows forth the idea of fertility, 
formation and creation, and is one of the 
Mother letters of the Hebrew Alphabet. It 
therefore shows that from death springs forth 
a new form of life, whilst destruction of old 
conditions clears the way for new conditions. 
The letter and the card are under the astro
logical rulership of the sign Aries, and this is 
the first sign of the zodiac signifying the up- 
springing waters of a new life. Following 
immediately upon Pisces the twelfth influence 
showing violent death, the thirteenth card im
plies the necessity of death as part of the cos
mic scheme. After the old limitations and 
conditions have been thrown off there is a 
rebirth into a new life wherein the spiritual 
attributes can be more definitely understood 
and expressed.

/—s—•. 
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ASTROLOGY AND 
ANTICIPATION

By JAMES HARVEY, F.T.S. .
#k____ .___ —.................. ..........

It is a curious feature of the average mind, 
in the setting out to begin a task or. the study 
of some new theme, that more is anticipated 
and expected from thé pursuit, which proves 
in the majority of cases, very disappointing 
indeed. And this is made manifest by the 
philosophical axiom that “ the pursuit is 
greater than the realisation. ’ ’ Many aspirants 
to Astrology fall away because of the realisa
tion that the science is not a magicâl, esoteric, 
cryptic or occult one, giving them a power 
beyond the ordinary man : giving them an 
atmosphere of the ancient Egyptian priest, or 
the witch doctor of a savage tribe. Other 
novices give up the task in the disappointment 
of it not being the art of fortune telling or 
that of fatalistic divination, bestowing the 
power of some character only seen in a melo
drama, or read about in a modern novel. I 
can remember when I first took up the study, 
I anticipated nothing, but the great realisation 
of my preconceived notion that it was a relic 
of past primitive beliefs; and oh how my an
ticipations were resplendently and gloriously 
shattered ; bringing again home to the soul 
that simple truth, “ Blessed are they who ex- 
pecteth nothing, for they will not be disap
pointed.” Instead of the art being that of 
soothsayers, diviners or augurists, who are 
unconscious and otherwise, I found a treasure 
of superlative value, that opened up new vistas 
in the explanation of things, that dispelled 
visionary problems of the Cosmos; and made 
life a battle-way of interest, beauty and ac
tivity.

Dr. Garnett, in his “ Soul and the Stars,” 
sums up this common misconception of the 
art, when he raised his tower of superlatively 
apologetic strength for Astrology under the 
nom-de-plume of A. G. Trent. Regarding this 
aura of red-fire-and-mystery atmosphere which 
is attributed to Astrology, he writes, “ It is the 
more necessary to insist on the strictly em
pirical character of Astrology, inasmuch as it 
is generally regarded as an occult science. The 
Astrologer is considered a kind of a wizard, 
and allowed the alternative of divination or 
imposture. He need not be pitied for a mis
construction, which he has brought upon him
self by his frequent quackery and habitual air 
of mystical solemnity, and his exclusive stress 
upon the weakest part of his science—its pre

tension to tell the times of events. The fact, 
nevertheless, remains that Astrology, with the 
single exception of Astronomy, is, as regards 
the certainty of its data, the most exact of 
all sciences.” And further—44 His calculations 
are performed by no more cabalistical process 
than arithmetic. The influences he attributes 
to the heavenly bodies may be imaginary, but 
are in no sense occult, unless occult means 
that which is not generally admitted."

Apart from this phase of anticipation from 
Astrology, there is the other side who ask the 
assistance of the artist to guide them in life; 
and expect and also anticipate to be told 
definitely, in the manner of one, who could, 
if they were divinely inspired. Yet people 
such as these realise that the art is purely 
mathematical, and does not pretend to pre
dict or prophesy : but merely to advise and 
warn one of the vibrations, forces and con
ditions prevailing in the life at the stated 
period, and how to act fo.r or against the hap
penings. That is all Astrology is. 44 The 
wise man rules his stars, the fool obeys them.” 
In the face of this truth, where can definite 
description of the future exist. But yet there 
is the sweet, simple people who want the poor 
stargazer to tell them what colour of tie he 
will wear, what is the exact day that they 
will gain and how much; and such mighty 
world-revolutionising problems as these. The 
vast majority of mankind do not understand 
what opportunity is, but look upon it as some
thing that will carry them into propitious and 
opalent circumstances, without an effort or 
thought. And these professors, who pollute 
the papers with their pictures and adverts are 
responsible for this class of people, destroying 
as they do, by their vague, scrambled and ill- 
assorted rubbish, what is known as the moral 
strength of character ; which is the back-bone 
doctrine of humanity and progress. There is 
an old Scottish saying that 44 God helps them 
wha helps themseP.” Thus it is that astral 
science can show you the means to progress 
and prosperity, assuredly as the Sun shines. 
But the opportunity pointed out can do no
thing. It is for you to do. Do not anticipate 
—participate ! ! !

JAMES HARVEY, F.T.S. 
Author of ” Essays on Astrology,” etc.

Mathematician.
Calculations from 5s. Best workmanship. 
All work handwritten. Birth-data necessary.

Address :
333. Eglinton Street,

Glasgow. S.
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Weather Forecasts
JULY 1935

---  --- X
1st. Fresh to strong W. over most of Eng

land and Wales, S’ly over Scotland, temps, 
are lower, showers in many parts, with thun
derstorms in some areas, notably S.W. Eng
land and S. Wales, mostly cloudy. 2nd. 
Fresh or strong S. to W. over S. Britain and 
Ireland, but high further N., showers will 
be general with thunder locally and much 
cloud generally. 3rd. S.W. to W. winds, 
fresh or gusty at first, showers but improving 
temporarily later, rain over N. Ireland later, 
and maybe parts of Scotland. 4th. W’ly 
winds, fresh or strong, gale N. Ireland, 
showery in all districts, heavy fall over Lon
don area between noon and 6 p.m., least on 
E. coast. 5th. S.W. winds, strong in many 
places, gale force W. Ireland and Skaw, 
temps, low generally, fair or fine over S. and 
E. England, cloudy or dull elsewhere with rain 
in many places, especially Ireland and Scot
land and parts of N. England, Lancashire and 
Cheshire and W. Yorkshire. 6th. Little 
sunshine in S. and Channel area, but much 
over Scotland, W’ly gale many parts of coast, 
60 m.p.h. parts N. Scotland, and North Sea 
sea rough in Channel and N. Ireland, winds 
veering later, rainy to showers then finer. 7th. 
Light to fresh W. or S.W. over U.K., con
siderable sunshine in S. and Channel, little 
elsewhere, showers in Ireland and Scotland, 
and later N. England, sea rough Dover Straits. 
8th. Varieable winds over England, S’ly in 
W. and S. Ireland, N.W. to N.E. in N. Scot
land, slight rain in W. and thundery in N.* 
Wales, sunshine large over N. England, N. 
Wales, Midlands and E. England, small else
where, rain is falling later W. Ireland and W. 
and N. Scotland. 9th. Light and variable 
over these islands, sunshine is small generally 
much cloud and gloomy in places (1028 E. 
Yorks) there may be slight rain across N. 
Wales and Midlands and N. Scotland, L’s Fin
land and Icelandic region. 10th. Calms or 
light and variable S. to E. breezes, cloudy to 
fine, temps, rising. Uth. Brilliantly fine 
over most of England and Scotland, 10 to 13 
hours sunshine, good deal of cloud over Ire
land, 75 to 80 in many parts around Channel. 
12th. Glorious July day, sweltering heat in S. 
and Channel, sun shines fiercely from a 
cloudless sky except on E. coast, where it is 

tempered by a sea breeze, 13 to 15 hours sun
shine general. 13th. Temps, above 80 in 
S.E. England, but sunshine will be less than 
yesterday, thunderstorms in various parts of 
England, Scotland will be cloudy generally. 
14th. We are troughed between two highs, 
light and variable breezes, may tend to W. or 
S.W. about Channel, thunderstorms are again 
experienced both in England and Scotland, 
sunshine prevalent in S.E. and S. England, 
elsewhere little recorded showers S. Ireland.’ 
15th. Heavy rain in some places, no part of 
U.K. being safe, unsettled, especially N.E. 
England. 16th. Calms and light variable 
breezes, rain will fall in most places in British 
Isles, thunder, hail, rain and cloudbursts, 
especially round about Channel, fine in places,’ 
overcast, dull and rainy in others. 17th.’ 
Light, variable breezes, mostly fair, some rain 
locally, little change of temperature, consider
able sunshine in S. and Channel coasts. 18th. 
Light S.E. to S.W., very unsettled over Ire
land, England and Wales, but over N.E. and 
N. Scotland will be finer, thunder will threaten 
in the No. 1 district (Meteorological). 19th. 
Heavy falls of rain over S. Ireland, Wales and 
most of England, most sunshine probably over 
N. Scotland, thunder on E. side of depression, 
sea rough S.W. coasts. 20th. Thunder on 
N. side of dep. probably crossing Lancashire 
and Yorkshire, where rain will be heavy, also 
somewhere between London and the Wash, or 
S. Wales. 21st. Very variable, fine and 
cloudless in some localities, cloudy or overcast 
in others, with rain in some areas, thundery 
in S.E. and across to Europe. 22nd. Winds 
variable except in S.W. where probably N.W., 
sunshine will be small generally with showers 
in parts . of N. England, especially E. half. 
23rd. Light to mod. W. to N. winds, cloudy 
and sunny intervals over England, Wales and 
S. Ireland, some showers over N. Ireland 
and over most of Scotland, and may extend to 
parts of England, more sunshine than yester
day. 24th. Light W. or N.W. over most of 
S. Britain, but more force in N., some rain is 
likely in S.E. and E. England, mostly fair, 
dull occasionally, similar N. Britain. 25th. 
Sunshine large round about Channel, but less 
further N. and some rain is likely over Scotland 
and perhaps N.E. England. 26th. Light, 
variable breezes, mostly sunny over England 
and Wales but S.E. England may be an ex
ception, high temps, over Ireland and W. Scot
land. 27th. N’ly to E’ly winds, strong over 
Scotland, and W’ly, sunshine will be consider-

(Continued on page 199)
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Birthday Influences
1. Financial gains, success in employ, 

pleasure, disputes or accidents. A child born 
will be generous, popular, impressionable, but 
very hasty.

2. Business gains, recognition, social ac
tivity, reverses. A child born will be clever, 
artistic, trustworthy, somewhat erratic but will 
rise in life.

3. Social gains and pleasure, losses, worry. 
A child born will be kind, and generous, but 
extravagant.

4. Courtship or marriage, activity and new 
work, business gains, ill health. A child born 
will be enterprising, clever, industrious, affec
tionate and artistic, but have many difficulties 
to face.

5. Changes, journeys, pleasure, indis
position and. deception. A child born will be 
impressionable, hasty, original and inventive, 
but have many obstacles to overcome.

6. Financial gains, promotion, success in 
employ, deception and reverses. A child born 
will be impressionable, but generous, popular, 
somewhat erratic, and will have a successful 
career.

7. Scandal, worry and annoyances. A child 
born will be unreliable and untruthful and make 
little headway in life.

8. Deception, disputes, indisposition, 
trouble in employ. A child born will be hasty, 
wayward, proud and haughty, and have little 
success in life.

9. Financial, business and social success, 
disputes or accidents, many upsets. A child 
born will be generous, clever, affectionate, 
hasty, and erratic, but will have a fair share 
of success.

10. Social gains and recognition, reversals, 
disappointments. A child born will be affec
tionate, trustworthy, but meet with serious re
verses.

11. Business and financial success, gain in 
employ, pleasure and changes. A child born 
will be clever, generous, popular and impres
sionable and will make considerable headway 
in life.

12. Disappointments, trouble with the other 
sex and many annoyances. A child born will 
be careless, hasty and unreliable.

13. Social gains, danger of deception, in
disposition and reverses. A child born will be 
romantic, but unreliable and will meet with 
serious troubles.

14. Activity, new work, changes, journeys, 
scandal and annoyances. A child born will be 

for July, 1935.
enterprising, original and inventive, but un
truthful.

15. Social and financial success, pleasure 
and recognition. A child born will be affec
tionate, generous, impressionable and trust
worthy and have considerable success.

16. Business gains, trouble in employ,; dis
putes, accidents and many serious difficulties. 
A child born will be clever, but hasty and pas
sionate, proud and careless and will meet with 
many serious troubles in life.

17. Business gains, reverses, financial 
troubles. A child born will be clever and 
generous, but erratic, extravagant and unre
liable.

18. Social gains, activity, new work, dis
putes or accidents, deception and intrigue. A 
child born will be enterprising and energetic, 
affectionate but hasty and unreliable and have 
many obstacles to overcome.

19. Business and financial success, changes, 
journeys, grief, ill health, deception and many 
serious worries. A child born will be clever, 
and generous, original and inventive, but 
hasty, careless, and unreliable.

20. Success in employ, reverses. A child 
born will be erratic and extravagant, popular 
and will succeed best in employ.

21. Social gains, danger of deception, 
scandal, indisposition and disputes. A child 
born will be kind, but hasty, deceptive, un
truthful and unreliable.

22. Financial gains, disputes, reverses, 
trouble in employ. A child born will be 
generous, but proud, hasty, careless and un
reliable.

23. Social and business gains, recognition, 
pleasure, losses and reverses. A child born 
will be clever, trustworthy, affectionate and 
impressionable, will meet with trouble through 
the other sex and be very extravagant.

24. Business gains and changes. A child 
born will be clever, industrious and of good 
judgment.

25. Pleasure, success in employ, indis
position. A child born will be kind, popular, 
but diffident, will have most success in employ.

26. Deception, trouble through the other 
sex, sorrow and annoyances. A child born 
will be careless, unreliable, hasty and should 
be discreet in dealing with the other sex.

27. ’ Activity, changes, new work, journeys. 
A child born will be inventive, ingenious, enter
prising and active, and will make good head
way in life.

(Continued on page 199)
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GARDENING NOTES.
Add one hour to the times given, for Summer Time.

July 1st, 2nd.—2.20 to 4.40 p.m.
July 10th, 11th.—1.50 to 4.10 p.m.
Sow turnips, radishes, etc. Plant out 

broccoli, cauliflowers, savoys, leeks, and win
ter cabbages, and earth up celery. Lift full- 
grown winter onions.

WEATHER FORECASTS.
(Continued from page 197)

able in W. half of S. Britain, but less on E. 
coast, showers are likely in Scotland N. and 
N.W., Ireland fine. 28th. Similar to yester
day. 29th. Less sure to-day, with an exten
sion of showery area further S., mist or fog 
at many places on coast, sunshine largest over 
Ireland and W. of S. Britain. 30th. Winds 
becoming more variable and upper North Sea 
may have increased strength, slight rain will 
fall in many areas in England and W’ales, 
notably across S. England and Channel area, 
where sunshine is small. 31st. W. or N.W, 
winds, cloudy or overcast generally, some rain, 
temps, low for season, probably finest over 
Ireland.

Villager.

BIRTHDAY INFLUENCES.
(Continued from page 198)

28. Financial and social success, recog
nition, pleasure. A child born will be affec
tionate and generous, impressionable and trust
worthy and will be successful.

29. Business gains and changes, serious re
verses, disputes or accidents. A child born 
will be clever and industrious, very hasty, and 
will meet with serious reversals in life.

30. Gain in employ, but adverse changes 
and reversals. Some financial gain. A child 
born will be generous and popular, erratic, and 
will meet with many reverses in a career.

31. Financial losses, reverses and disputes. 
A child born will be extravagant, hasty and 
erratic and make little progress in life.

HOROSCOPE OF THE MONTH.
(Continued from page 183.)

Mercurial influences will accentuate the radical 
aspects of Mercury and cause him to have 
greater disregard of law and order and cause 
him to violate the ordinary amenities of speech 
and behaviour.

This horoscope is one which shows the pre
dominant influence of one planet, Mercury. 
The Sun and Venus are disposed of by the 
Moon which in turn is disposed of by Mars. 
Neptune is disposed of by Venus, which is 
disposed of by the Moon and Mars. Mars, 
Saturn, Jupiter and Uranus are all disposed of 
by Mercury, and although Mercury is well 
placed, it is badly aspected and this planet 
gives the keynote more or less to the native’s 
actions, combined with the rising Mars in 
Gemini.

It is not a horoscope which shows any con
siderable amount of success, and in ten years’ 
time when the meridian reaches the opposition 
of Uranus, and square of Saturn, followed by 
the Moon opposition Sun, M.C. opposition 
Dragon’s Tail, and Ascendant square Moon, 
the end will come.

THE TWELVE HOUSES.
First house shows life, the second wealth doth 

give :
The third how brethren, fourth how parents 

live;
Issue the fifth, the sixth diseases bring;
The seventh wedlock, the eighth death’s sting.
The ninth religion, the tenLh honour shows, 
Friendship the eleventh, and the twelfth our 
woes.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

“ The Pre-natal Casting of the Horoscope ” 
—by E. S. Waldron.

“ The Science of Dreams ”
—by W. B. Crow, D.Sc., Ph.D.

Reviews of the above will appear shortly.
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The Summer Session.
Considerable activity has been displayed 

during the present summer. The meetings 
have been well attended, both as regards the 
two classes and the lectures, and an increase 
in membership has also taken place. The 
summer session will close on July 18th, and 
all meetings will be suspended until Septem
ber 26th. The re-organisation of the library 
is proceeding, and with the new session will be 
fully completed.

Reports of Meetings.
The lecture on May 30th on “ First Prin

ciples in Astrology ” was given by Mr. Ralph 
Shirley, late Editor of the “ Occult Review,” 
and also of “ The Horoscope,” an astrological 
magazine. He dealt with a number of points 
in astrological practice which were more or 
less neglected by astrologers at the present 
time, such as the Aphelion of the planets, in
stancing the prediction of Lilly of the Plague 
and Fire of London from the entry of the 
Aphelion of Mars into the sign Virgo ; Solar 
revolutions; etc. He spoke very scathingly 
of the nonsense put forward in regard to the 
influence of Pluto. Numerous questions were 
put to the lecturer at the close.

On June 6th, Mr. D. Freedman spoke on the 
subject of “ The Planets,” in which he des
cribed in his own inimitable way the various 
influences attributed to the planets. He gave 
his own particular views in connection with the 
alleged influence of Pluto. Many comments 
and questions concluded a very interesting ad
dress.

On June 13th, Mr. E. H. Bailey addressed 
the members on “ Astrology and the Bible.” 
He referred to numerous quotations from the 
Bible which had a direct connection with the 
science, and read extracts from several writers 
in explanation. The numbers seven and twelve 
were constantly occurring in the Bible and their 
connection with the seven planets and the 
twelve signs was shown. A number of ques
tions of interest were asked at the conclusion 
of the address.

On June 20th Mr. E. W. Whitman spoke on 
the “ Astrological Significance of Dreams.” 
He dealt first with the planetary influences 

dealing with dreams, and then gave several 
astrological interpretations of dreams, men
tioned by members of the audience. An 
interesting discussion followed.

The Cell Salt Remedies.
Arrangements have now been made with the 

Circle Cell Salt Co., of Dunley Hill, nr. Dor
king, Surrey, for the supply of the cell salts to 
readers of the Journal. These tissue remedies 
are prepared in tablet form, and a month’s 
supply will be forwarded on receipt of a P.O. 
for 2s. 6d. State the date of birth and if 
possible the time. Orders should be sent to 
Mr. E. H. Bailey at address given below.

THE ASTROLOGICAL BUREAU
The Astrological Bureau has been 

formed for two purposes, viz :—
1. To combat the growing menace of 

cheap and so-called horoscopes offered 
by pretenders who have no real know
ledge of the Science, and

2. To enable the public to obtain 
reliable astrological calculations, from 
Certificated members of the Institute.

Special Offers.
Calculation of Horoscope, with

one year’s directions ... 21/-
Directions only—one year ... 10/6
Send date, time and place of birth, sex 
and whether married or single.
ALL COMMUNICATIONS MUST BE 
MADE BY LETTER. NO PERSONAL 
INTERVIEWS GIVEN.
A Prospectus of the Bureau will be sent 
on receipt of a stamped addressed 
envelope.

All communications to be sent to :
Mr. E. H. Bailey, 

c/o Whitman & Co.,
28, Great Queen Street, Kingsway, W.C.2.



ADVERTISERS’ ANNOUNCEMENTS

P*. S. HE RD-KA,
(E. W. Whitman)

49, BEECHMOUNT AVENUE, Elthorne Heights, 
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7.

Horoscopes cast and directions calculated. Maps from xo/6. 
Test Horoscopes for 2/6. Any questions answered

Time, date, and place of birth reqxJred.
Fees pre-payable. Genuineness guaranteed.

BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT
LESSONS

STANDARD THE WORLD OVER

21 Courses 210 Lessons
Covering every important astrological and occult subject. 

Price of each lesson 1 shilling, post free.
Send for Free Copy of THE CHURCH OF LIGHT 
QUARTERLY. It contains the B. of L,. Astrological 
Reports, in which large series of birth-charts are analyzed 
by the statistical method ; also interesting illustrated 

articles on astrology arid occultism.

THE CHURCH OF LIGHT (Dept. X.),
Box 1525,

Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.
A 1 TA ID c'o The British Journal of Astrology,
ML. 1 /A I IV 10/11, Bed Lion Court, Fleet St.,E.C.4.

10/6
15/6
35/-

FEES—Calculation of Nativities 
With One year’s Direction 

,, Five ,, 
Horary Map 2/6

Particulars required—Sex, Time, Date and Place of 
B'rth

Over 20 years’. experience All work executed 
within 14 days

THE MOON’S INODES
And their Importance in Natal Astrology 

By G. WHITE.
A book of great interest to all Astrologers and Student« 

of Astrology.
Price 3/6. Postage 3d. extra

S. S R. HART, 61. Cambridge Street, S.W.l,
CHARACTER IS DE8TINY. — Your horoscope 
reveals both. Send time, date and place of birth, with 
P.O. for 5/- to TH08. GOULD, "The Neek," 
Heathfield Road, Cardiff.

Mr. T. COOK (REXO), for 17 years assistant to 
the late G. WILDE, undertakes Astrological ’ . .. . „ 4 
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0
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0

Calculations as follows:
Horoscope with deductions

Ditto with Extended Remarks 
Directions for one year - 
Horoscope with five years' Directions

Ditto with ten years’ ditto 
Good and Bad Days for one yeat 
Advice on any subject -
Time of birth, date, place and sex required in all cases

a.
7

10
5
5 0
0 0 

10 6
S 0

Adore.. : MR. T. COOK.
112, Mill Lane, West Hampstead, London, N.W.6.

Study Astrology in the Easiest and 
most Convenient Form.

The first two Series of Harwood's Easy Lessons 
will give you a good start:—

Easy Lessons in Astrology, 17 Lessons i/~ 
Astrological Prediction, 34 Lessons s/-

Leading Astrological Booksellers stock these books. 
Make a point of seeing them.

Free Test Reading of Helpful Horoscopes and 
Esoteric Delineations for stamped reply and full Birth 
data (or Birthchart) to Mr. Fred Ward, 32, Milward 
Road, Hastings, England. Available to Lecture or 
conduct Astrology Classes, London or elsewhere. (Full 
Diplomas, Brotherhood of Light.)

CHARLES E. O. CARTER’S
NEW WORK OF GREAT IMPORTANCE TO ALL 
STUDENTS OF ASTROLOGY NOW READY

SOME PRINCIPLES OF H0R0SC0P1C DELINEATION
By CHARLES E. O. CARTER.

Intended particularly for the beginner, but worthy of 
the attention of all, this work carries the task of instruction 
a considerable distance beyond the area covered by most 
text-books, passing from the analytical to the synthetic, 
and explaining certain types of horoscope in the light of 
general principles. There is neither padding nor the 
repetition, but the experience of nearly a quarter of a century 
of astrological activity is expounded in simple and direct 
language. Cr. 8vo., Cloth Gilt, 4/6 net, 4/9 post free.

LONDON : W. FOULSHAM & CO., LTD., 10 & 11, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

LONDON : W. FOULSHAM & CO., LTD., io & n Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, E.C.4.



ASTROLOGICAL BOOKS FOR STUDENTS
ECLIPSES in Theory and Practice. ByAN A.B.C. OF ASTROLOGY. By Sidney 

Randail, B.A.
A splendid work that imparts to the beginner, in the 

sleepiest terms, a thorough basic knowledge of Astrology. 
Cr. lee. Cloth, as. 6d. nrt. Port Fru it. Id.
ELEMENTARY ASTROLOGY. By Sepharial.

A dear, concise treatise on the Elements of Astrology 
fol Beginners. The embryo Astrologer’s first step. Cr. lee. 
Tllurtrated. Stig Cour. it. nrt. Poti Fru is. 14.
A PRIMER OF ASTROLOGY. By George 

Wild».
A text-book of Natal Astrology for Beginners. It 

earries conviction, and affords means of testing the value 
«f Astrology in everyday life. Cr. Bee. Cloth, ss. 64. not. 
Pott Frit it. gd.
ASTROLOGY AND BIRTH CONTROL. By

E. H. Bailey.
This work contains a number of very remarkable demon

strations which go to show that it is possible to bring 
children into the world at the particular moments when 
the planetary configurations are such as to ensure a highly 
developed being physically, mentally, and morally. Cr. B»o. 
Cloth, it. 64. not. Post Fru as. g4.
ASTROLOGY AND THE CARDS. By E. H. 

Bailey.
The origin of Cards, and their Astrological basis. Rules 

tea shuffling and dealing do form the Card Horoscope, together 
with the various Astrological Indications of each particular 
card and group of cards. Instructions for Directing 
and answering Horary questions by cards. Cr. Ivo. Cloth, 
ss. 64. not. Pott Fru ss. gd.
ASTROLOGY AND MARRIAGE. By 

Sepharial,
The increasing number of cases in the Divorce Court 

loads one to ask, " Is Marriage a failure ? '* The author 
Bts out, In this book, to show that happiness in married 

e Is still possible, and can bo ensured. Cr. Ivo. Cloth, 
it. 64. net. Pot Fru as. id.
ASTROLOGY IN RELATION TO MIND 

AND CHARACTER. Bv a Mental Specialist.
The hereditary side of the question whence these radical 

tendencies come, and the presumptive cause of mental 
derangement. The cases cited in illustration are supported 
by maps. Cr. Beo. Cloth, it. net. Poti Fru it. yd.

THE RAPHAEL
RAPHAEL'S EPHEMERIS.

An annual publication giving the longitudes of the planets, 
and Sidereal time far noon on each day of the year. 
Declinations of Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars 
for each day of the year, and of the other planets for every 
alternate day. It contains all the necessary Information 
tor easting horoscopes. Any one year from iBjo to date, 
it. Into, is- not. Port Fru it. id.

Bound Volumbs, each volume containing Ephemerides 
for twenty yean. From iBjo. Each vol. a 6s. mA Port 
Fru ays.

KhhtnurUa for any particular years hound to order.
RAPHAEL'S ALMANAC.

The bast Astrological Almanac published. Many 
astenndlnj predictions. Large coloured Hieroglyphic qnd 
aamarous useful Tables. Published Annually, Augurt isf. 
Or. Im. ijs pagu. gd. nrt. Port Fru nd.

Boumd with ErHiMBHis roa cuxrxnt re a a and aon- 
tafalng much additional matter, it. gd. nrt. Port Fru ss. 
RAPHAEL'S KEY TO ASTROLOGY.

This work has been published with the special object of 
Introducing the truth of Astrology to all. Pocket Edition. 
Chrth la. M. not. Port Frat la. id.

Sepharial.
A work dealing fully with the Astronomical basis ol 

Eclipses, their computation, magnitude and visibility, together 
with a complete exposition of their Astrological signification 
on the lives of humanity, and their particular effects on 
the various countries of the world. Cr. Svo. Cloth, gt. 64. 
not. Port Fru 3s. gd.
THE THEORY OF GEODETIC EQUIVA

LENTS in relation to Mundane Astrology.
By Sepharial.
The author propounds an entirely novel theory, and 

psovee that tho exact locality of any earthquake can be 
and has been accurately predicted F'cap. too. Cloth 
GM. it. 64 nrt. Post Fru it. gd.

THE SILVER KEY. By Sepharial.
A guide to Successful Speculation. Especially applicable 

to Horse Racing. The volume Includes a set of tables 
by which all complex calculations are eliminated. Over 6,000 
copies sold. Cr. 81/0. Cloth, 5*- nrt. Port Fru 51. 3d.
TRANSITS AND PLANETARY PERIODS.

Bv Sepharial.
The author introduces an entirely new factor, which 

solves the much debated question of the power and efficacy 
of transits over the significatore. Cr. Bvo. Cloth. 3s. 6d. 
nrt. Port'Fru 33. iod.,
ASTROLOGY Its Technics and Ethic«. By 

C. Aa. Libra. Authorised translation from th« 
Dutch by Coba Goedhart.
Contains a mass of information on Astrology in all Its 

aspects, written in staple phraseology. Speoial sections 
are devoted to Astrology and Medicine and Astrology and 
the Bible. A handsome illustrated volume. Large Royal 
Bve. tjs. nrt. Port Fru 151. gd.
TEXT - BOOK ON MATHEMATICAL 

ASTROLOGY. By M. Vijayaraghavulu, B.A.
Since Ptolemy’s time the errors and inaoeuracles mot 

with in modem Astrological calculations have been allowed 
to grow «nd thrive, only to vitiate judgments baaed upon 
them. This great work is an effort to purge the mathe
matical section of almost all blunders whloh have hitherto 
been accepted as correct data. It is believed that this is 
the only book which treats the subject In a systematic, 
connected, exhaustive, lucid, and above all, correct form. 
Cr. Oto. Cloth Gilt. nt. nrt. Port Fru nt.
SYMBOLIC DIRECTIONS IN MODERN

ASTROLOGY. By Charles E. O. Carter. B.A. 
Discloses The Measure of Death. Probably the most 

important information ever published on Human Longevity. 
Cr. Ivo. Cloth Gill. 4s. nrt. Port Fru +». gd.

PUBLICATIONS
RAPHAEL’S GUIDE TO ASTROLOGY.

After having read Raphael's Key, the beginner should study 
a oopy of this slightly more advanced manual. Poshrt 
Edition. Cloth, ja. 6d. nrt. Port Fru 31. gd.

RAPHAEL'S HORARY ASTROLOGY.
This volume trill answer such questions as: Shall I 

#ve long I Shall I become rich ? Shall I remove ? When 
may I buy f When should I sell ? Shall I marry ? Shall 
I suaoeed in business ? etc. F’cap. Bm. Cloth Gill, 
ft. 64. art. Port Fru 31. gd.

RAPHAEL'S MEDICAL ASTROLOGY.
The effects of tho Planets and Signs upon the Human 

Body. Of special value to those who may be suffering 
in health, as it enables them to ascertain the causa and 
seat of the disease, and the treatment most likely to prove 
beneficial. Pocket Edition. Cloth, it. net. Port Fru is. id.
RAPHAEL'S MUNDANE ASTROLOGY.

The effects of the Planets and Signs upon Nations and 
Countries of the World. Pocket Edition. Cloth. is. aaf. 
Pert Free it. id.
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